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Queries about intrastat
 

Intrastat
In the UK the Government are interested in Delivery Terms and not interested in the Shipment Mode. The SOP
guides you to set up the Delivery Terms against the Customer but not against the Vendor. The Handling of Delivery
Terms seems inconsistent and does not seem to follow Priorities normal flow of data change from one form to the
next. The system forces you to record Delivery terms at the lowest levels to ensure they are accurate and
historically correct if the default Delivery Term is changed on the Customer or Vendor. Please read through the
following findings and recommendations.

Shipment Mode
The Shipment Code is linked to Intrastat column Shipping Method Intrastat Code (Called Mode Of Transport code
in Intrastat related government web sites) This is not needed in the UK and I think was maybe one of the original
requirements in some other countries that is being phased out in some.

http://stat.gov.pl/en/intrastat/mode-of-transport-codes/

http://archive.sage.co.uk/Sage1000v3_0/form_help/ce/ec_mode_of_transport_codes.htm

The Shipment mode can be defaulted from the Customer or Vendor and flows through all documents.

Terms of Delivery
Terms of Delivery is linked to Intrastat column Delivery Term (Also known as Incoterms) This is needed in the UK
for Intrastat declarations.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/how-to-complete-your-intrastat-supplementary-declaration

The Delivery Term can be recorded against the Customer and Vendor.

And the results checked in :
Financials > Nominal Ledger > Financial Statements > Taxes > VAT Reports (Europe) > Intrastat

If the Delivery term is recorded against a Vendor, this is recorded against a PO but not displayed at all and thus
cannot be changed.
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GRVs have a Intrastat Definitions sub form to the header and received items but nothing is defaulted into these.

The Intrastat report will look first at Intrastat Delivery Terms recorded against the GRV item, then the header then
back to the Purchase order and then back to the Vendor. If you raise a Multi GRV Invoice you have the facility to
record the Terms of Delivery against the invoice item in the Invoice Data for Intrastat Rep but this has no effect on
the Intrastat report. This means the Goods In person needs to record the correct Terms of delivery.

 For Vendor Invoices Linked or not linked to a PO the Delivery Term does not default from either the PO or the
Vendor and the Intrastat report will report the Delivery Term against the Vendor(So history is not kept if Vendor
Delivery term is changed) unless specified against the Line. This is inconsistent with the way the GRVs perform.

If the Delivery term(Freight Terms) is recorded against a Customer it does not default anywhere.

The Intrastat report will look at the Intrastat Delivery Terms held against the Shipment item, then the Header and
then back to the Customer. If nothing is recorded against the shipment then true historical record is lost if the
Customers default is changed. Again as above the Delivery terms recorded against an invoice have no effect on the
Intrastat report. This means that the Despatch department needs to record the Terms of Delivery against the
Shipment.

For Sales Invoices and Over the Counter Invoices the Delivery Terms is defaulted from the Customer. This feeds the
Intrastat report unless the Delivery term is recorded against the Item. Once finalised the Delivery term against the
Invoice header cannot be changed but the ones against invoice items can.

Recommendations
In the SOP Delivery Term should be recorded against the Vendor.

Delivery Terms should flow to and be visible and editable on Sales orders and Purchase orders. It would normally
be the Sales department and Purchasing department that would agree terms.

The Delivery Terms should flow through to Shipments, Customer Invoices, Over the Counter Invoices, GRVs and
Vendor Invoices from Sales orders and Purchase orders or Customer and Vendor if not referenced to a document.

The Intrastat fields on Multi Shipment and multi GRV invoices should either affect the Intrastat report or not be
available. It seems senseless to have fields that do nothing. Or is there another reason for them?
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